
DEPARTURE DESTINATION FLIGHT TIME

Santa Teresa Albuquerque, NM 0:55

Santa Teresa Aspen, CO 1:45

Santa Teresa Austin, TX 1:57

Santa Teresa Dallas, TX 1:45

Santa Teresa Denver, CO 1:45

Santa Teresa Las Vegas, NV 1:49

Santa Teresa San Diego, CA 2:00
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Luxury Flight
Stress free, first class travel on-demand without the expense of  private fractional
or whole aircraft ownership. That’s the value of  Francis Aviation. We deliver luxury 
charter flight and fixed-base operator (FBO) services at your convenience with the 
highest attention to safety standards. Our pricing is the most competitive in the region 
while consistently offering full service in a timely manner. When you choose to fly with 
Francis, you can expect a genuinely personal flying experience. 

We anticipate your needs. Listen to your requests. Exceed your expectations.

Customer service is our calling card. When you 
board a Francis Aviation aircraft, you will feel like 
it’s your own private jet. No request is too big. No 
personal necessity too small. We will outfit your 
plane with amenities and staff  to meet your needs. 

With access to a variety of  aircraft, we can respond 
to your corporate or personal charter flight needs 
providing the appropriate sized plane or helicopter 
upon request. And, our central location in West 
Texas offers convenient access to virtually any 
North American destination including major busi-
ness centers and regional fields. 

Your safety is our highest priority. We hire the most 
qualified people in the industry and train them to 
our rigorous standards. We hold our entire staff  
accountable for ensuring our culture and commit-
ment to your safety is upheld.

Contact us for charter flight pricing today
1 (844) 589-4586.  

Individuals | Groups | Cargo

On-demand service that goes
above and beyond

From business and VIPs to groups and timely 
cargo, we strive to exceed your expectations. 
Comfortable seating, in-flight catering and 
on-ground concierge services make your travel 
experience as pleasurable as it is practical. 

For information and reservations,
call 1 (844) 589-4586

8100 Airport Road 
Santa Teresa, NM 88008
francisaviation.com

At Your Service
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